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Introduction/Abstract

Active nematics (an example shown in left image below), are far-from-equilibrium materials with local orientational order, whose anisotropic constituents consume energy at the particle scale to generate forces and motions. Being driven away from equilibrium, active nematics have the potential to transform materials science by enabling a new class of materials with capabilities currently found only within living organisms. Uniformly aligned active nematics are inherently unstable.

To understand more about this material, one important step is to be able to predict its movement captured by the microscopy. Since the retardance image (left image) contains many noises generated from camera, light reflection, etc., the orientation field (right image) might be a better starting point for image processing and computer vision tasks. Because of this, the ability to generate the orientation image from the retardance image is necessary.

Methods

Dataset
- Retardance and Orientation fields produced by PolScope microscopy of 20 active nematics of extensile microtubule bundles.
- Original size of each frame was 1040 * 1040. Each frame is divided into 520 * 520 views.
- The Orientation ground truth was measured by PolScope. The defect ground was obtained by the defect detection method.
- We used 4000 images for training and 400 for testing.

Gabor Filter
- A linear filter used for texture analysis in the image processing field.
- It is consisted of a wave function, multiplied by a Gaussian function.

\[
G(x, y) = \frac{1}{2\pi \sigma^2} e^{-\frac{(x^2 + y^2)}{2\sigma^2}} e^{i2\pi f(x\cos\theta + y\sin\theta)}
\]

- \(\theta\) is the orientation of the filter
- \(f\) is the frequency of the wave function
- \(\sigma\) is the wave length

Encoder & Decoder

Results

- Gabor Filter: Removal of noises
- With different wave lengths

- Impact of Gabor Filter

- Encoder/Decoder Network

- Stacking Multiple Networks with Weights

Conclusions

- Gabor Filter can effectively reduce noises in the original retardance dataset.
- Model prediction using the encoder/decoder structure can be trained in a much shorter period of time, but tend to overly smooth out the orientation field.
- Ongoing and future work:
  - We can stack multiple networks together to achieve better results
  - Better ensemble strategy need to be explored
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